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ABSTRACT

We present a systematic workflow for assessing the accuracy of velocity models with full-waveform
simulations. The framework is applied to four regional seismic velocity models for southern Cal-
ifornia: CVM-H15.11 (Shaw et al., EPSL, 2015), CVM-S4.26 (Lee et al, JGR, 2014), CVM-S4.26.M01
that includes a shallow geotechnical layer (as summarized in Small et al., SRL, 2017), and the model
of Berg et al. (JGR, 2018). Synthetic waveforms obtained from viscoelastic wave simulations (down
to 2 s generally and 0.5 s for some cases) are compared with observations associated with both
earthquake records and noise cross-correlation datasets. All examined models show good phase
and waveform agreements for surface waves at periods longer than 5 s, and discrepancies at shorter
periods reflecting small-scale heterogeneities and near-surface structures. The largest misfits for
both body and surface waves are in basin structures and around large fault zones. Inaccuracies
generated in these areas may affect tomography and model simulation results at other locations.
The seismic velocity models for southern California can be improved by adding accurate struc-
tural representations of the shallow crust and volumes around the main faults. The significance
of the study involves mainly the following aspects. First, comparisons among tested models pro-
vide an objective way for selecting an optimal velocity model for relevant applications. Second,
the analyses help to identify the main limitations of current models, which is needed for future
model improvements. Third, the spatial analysis of model quality provides a basis for merging
tested velocity models. Although CVMS and CVMS.M01 show better overall model performance,
CVMH and B2018 could be superior in certain sub-regions. Merging the best performing portions
of different models can yield a regional framework that outperforms any individual model. As
subsequent steps, merging multi-scale local velocity models into the combined regional model will
provide a multi-scale platform that benefits from the various available velocity models.

1. DATA AND METHOD
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Figure 1: Location map of seismic stations (gray and red triangles), noise cross-correlation virtual sources (red triangles)
and earthquakes (blue and red beach balls) used in this study. (a) Noise cross-correlation dataset CC1 (Qiu et al., JGR,
2019). (b) Noise cross-correlation dataset CC2 (Retailleau et al., EGU, 2019). (c-d) Earthquake dataset EQ, including regional
earthquakes (SCEDC) and earthquake events around the LA basin (Wang & Zhan, GJI, 2019).

Figure 2: Summary of the overall traveltime bias (a) and three metrics (b), mean traveltime delay (Mean(corrected dt/dist));
(c), mean absolute deviation of traveltime delay (MAD(corrected dt/dist)); (d), mean correlation coefficient (Mean(cc coef)))
of Rayleigh wave misfit measurements (denoted as R) in four period bands. The datasets are represented by shapes and the
velocity models are represented by colors.

To investigate the dependency of validation results on the used data, we consider results based
on two noise cross-correlation datasets and one earthquake waveforms dataset. We perform
simulations for 48 seismic noise virtual sources and 44 regional earthquakes using the 3D vis-
coelastic wave-equation solver of the SEM46.V2.1 package (Trinh et al., Geophysics, 2019). We
adopt the cross-correlation method to quantify the mismatch between synthetic and observa-
tional waveforms. We measure cross-correlation-based traveltime delay and normalized zero-lag
cross-correlation coefficient for isolated wave packets in multiple narrow period bands. For each
model, the measurements are summarized using three statistical metrics: mean traveltime delay
(Mean(corrected dt/dist)), mean absolute deviation of traveltime delay (MAD(corrected dt/dist)),
and mean correlation coefficient (Mean(cc coef)). The results are seen to depend strongly on the
dataset, which is not favorable for quantitative evaluations of individual velocity models. How-
ever, the two metrics MAD(corrected dt/dist) and Mean(cc coef) show consistent comparison re-
sults among the four velocity models with the different data sets and can be used to assess the
relative model qualities. We therefore use primarily the two metrics MAD(corrected dt/dist) and
Mean(cc coef) to make systematic comparisons of the accuracy of velocity models in the subsequent
validation analysis.

2.1 RESULTS: OVERALL MODEL QUALITY

Figure 3: Summary of the mean absolute deviation of traveltime delay (MAD(corrected dt/dist)) and mean correlation coef-
ficient (Mean(cc coef)) for all considered phases, period ranges, and models. The datasets are represented by shapes and the
velocity models are represented by colors. The Rayleigh-, Love-, P-, S-waves are denoted by R, L, P, and S, respectively. The
metric values for Rayleigh waves are based on measurements of all three datasets, and those for the other seismic phases are
derived from measurements of the earthquake dataset.

Fig.3 shows the two metrics MAD(corrected dt/dist) and Mean(cc coef) computed for the whole
southern California model region. The two metrics show reverse overall trends, which implies con-
sistent information:

1. For all the considered models, better performance for surface waves is observed at long peri-
ods. There is a sharp decline of model performance when considering the period band of 3-7
s since it overlaps with the limits of the seismic data used to derive these models. The overall
unsatisfactory fitting to surface waves in the period band of 3-7 s implies that the structures
shallower than approximately 3-5 km are poorly constrained in all examined models.

2. Overall, CVMS and CVMS.M01 perform better than the other two models in terms of both
metrics, which is consistent with the study of Taborda et al., GJI (2016).

3. The CVMS.M01 performs better than CVMS regarding both metrics for short-period surface
waves, which implies that the addition of the GTL improves the constrains on the shallow
structures. We also find with CVMS.M01 significantly improved P- and S-wave waveform
similarity, which implies the important role of near-surface structures in shaping body waves.
Given all these results, we conclude that a proper integration of a GTL or high-resolution local
tomography model is essential for improving the regional velocity models.

2.2 RESULTS: SPATIAL VARIATIONS OF MODEL QUALITY

Figure 4: Spatial distribution of MAD(corrected dt/dist) for all considered phases and period ranges. The Rayleigh-, Love-, P-, S-waves are denoted by R, L, P, and S, respectively. Each row represents a model and each column represents a period. The black
lines denote major faults.

We follow the approach described in Lu et al., GJI (2020) to regionalize the statistical metrics. For
each considered model and seismic phase, we map the the statistical metrics into a regular mesh of
square cells with size 0.5 deg. Here, we only show the maps of MAD(corrected dt/dist) in Fig. 4,
since those of Mean(cc coef) give similar information with reverse patterns.

1. Rayleigh waves (R): at the relatively short period bands 3-7 s and 5-10 s, there are high
MAD(corrected dt/dist) values for all models in the Imperial and Coachella valleys in
the southeast and main basins and the Great Valley in the northwest. Relatively high
MAD(corrected dt/dist) values also characterize some regions between the San Andreas and
Elsinore faults.

2. Love waves (L): Love waves are more sensitive to shallow structures than Rayleigh waves for

the same period band, hence, Love waves of 3-7 s provide additional information on the shal-
low structures (<5 km) than Rayleigh waves. With this period band, we observe that valleys,
basins and regions around the main faults are poorly constrained in all the tested model.

3. Body waves (P, S): Body waves generally travel deeper than surface waves and have different
sensitivities to structures. However, the spatial misfit patterns for P- and S-waves are charac-
terized by similar dominant features as observed for the short-period surface waves. These
mainly include high MAD(corrected dt/dist) and low Mean(cc coef) anomalies around main
valley, basins and major faults for all tested models. The correspondence with the short-period
surface waves might indicate that the misfits of body waves mostly originate from poorly re-
solved shallow structures, in particular around main basins and fault zones.

3. TOWARDS MERGING REGIONAL VELOCITY MODELS
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Figure 5: Comparison of model performance between CVMS and CVMH. Blue color indicates areas where CVMS shows
better performance than CVMH, while red color indicates areas more favouring model CVMH than CVMS.

Next steps:
1. merging regional velocity models based on the validation results.
2. developing appropriate strategies for choosing and integrating the GTL and local tomo-

graphic models into regional models.
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